Anne McClymont Elementary School
4489 Lakeshore Road, Kelowna B.C. V1W 1W9
Telephone: (250) 870-5133 Fax (250) 870-5070

We all play a part in creating a safe environment for our AME students!
Creating a safe environment for the children to get to and from AME is all of our
responsibilities. With approximately 480 students coming and going from the school,
please take due care when driving or walking your children to and from school.
The crews have been working extremely hard on Lakeshore to get the road ready for the
start of school. However, with the road construction continuing, these first few weeks are
going to be very congested. So we ask that everyone be extra careful, and also possibly
plan for carpooling or parking / dropping off somewhere away from the school and
walking in.
They have also made some improvements to our "kiss and drop" area, and created some
extra parking spots on site. However, there might be some confusion the first few days as
the parking and kiss and drop area have now traded places. See the picture on our website
feature page for a sketch.
St. Andrew's Anglican Church, at 4619 Lakshore, has also kindly offered their parking
lot as a "Park and Walk" option between 8:00 - 9:00 am. There are 43 spots there with the
entrance and exit clearly marked. Although it might be difficult navigating to school this
way during the construction, this might be an excellent option once all the sidewalks and
pathways are complete.
Let's lead by example:
 It is illegal to make U-turns in school zones (i.e. on Eldorado Road). The best
way to turn and go another direction is by going around a block!
 Watch your speed
 When Traffic Coordinators are manning Lakeshore/Eldorado main
crosswalks, ONLY use controlled sidewalks to cross this area. Please no
jaywalking.
 No parking vehicles on top of sidewalks.
 Yield to pedestrians when exiting AME drop-off area and entering on to
Lakeshore Road.
 No entering or parking in school bus drop-off areas at both main and primary
locations.

A map of the AME area, indicating quick drop-off & pick-up areas, visitor parking areas
and alternative areas to park when picking-up AME children from the school, is below..
When parking in residential areas, please be respectful of private property. The
following parking prohibitions apply when stopping or parking a vehicle. A vehicle must
not be:





in front of or within 3 meters of a public or private driveway;
on a crosswalk or within 6 meters of the approach side of a crosswalk;
within 6 meters upon the approach to a stop sign, yield sign at the side of a
roadway, or a traffic control signal
upon a portion of a highway that has been improved and designated by a
traffic control device for the travel of cycles and or pedestrians

Thank you for contributing to making AME a safe place for children to go to school!
Brady Ibbetson, AME Principal
Dave Gibson, Regional Traffic Safety Officer
PAC

